Relax, you’re in the hands of highly trained professional drivers... yeah, right.

People get out of the way! A Crazy Taxi is coming through! In this cab, the only thing that matters is getting the passengers to their destinations. How you get ‘em there is entirely up to you! You won’t have time to take the scenic route or for that matter, stick to the pavement! Why drive around the park when it’s so much quicker to drive through it? Short cuts are everywhere in this virtual environment game where the shortest path between two points is definitely a straight line regardless of what or who gets in the way!

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BUY, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0090
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
Warning - Driving like this can be hazardous to your passenger’s health!

What do you want to drive?
Tear up the streets of San Francisco in one of four radical cabs! Modeled after classic American rag tops, these cabs really burn up the asphalt!

How fast can you go?
Pick up passengers and speed them away to their destination. Remember, it’s not how you get them there that matters, it’s how fast you get them there!

Incredibly detailed graphics!
The first driving game utilizing Sega’s hot new Naomi Hardware System.

Adrenaline pumping sound track!
Push the pedal to the metal while you rock to the jams by punk sensations Bad Religion and Offspring. Live action play by play commentary ads extreme reality to an already unbelievable package!

Crazy Taxi, this is one ride you won’t forget!
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